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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONOF THE 4f76s2 8S7=2 and 4f76s6p 6P5=2 STATESOF UNSTABLE EUROPIUM ISOTOPE 155Eu�Yu.P. Gangrsky, D. Karaivanov, B.N. Markov, S. ZemlyanoiFlerov Laboratory of Nulear Reations, JINR, Dubna, RussiaTz. Kokalova, K. MarinovaFaulty of Physis, University of So�a, So�a, BulgariaE. Stahowska, J. Dembzynski, J. Ruzkowskiand B. ArimowizFaulty of Atomi Physis, Poznan University of TehnologyPiotrowo 3, 60-965 Pozna«, Poland(Reeived September 10, 1998)The method of laser indued resonane �uoresene on an atomi beamhas been used in order to measure hyper�ne struture splittings of the4f76s2 8S7=2 and 4f76s6p 6P5=2 levels of the unstable isotope 155Eu. Ex-perimental values of magneti-dipole A- and eletri-quadrupole B-ons-tants of 155Eu have been determined for the �rst time; Aexp(155Eu8S7=2) =�8:87(22)MHz, Aexp(155Eu6P5=2) = �261(1:2)MHz andBexp(155Eu6P5=2)= �957(12)MHz. After orretions for seond-order hyper�ne strutureperturbations the values: Aorr(155Eu6P5=2) = �260:9(1:2)MHz andBorr(155Eu6P5=2) = �958(12)MHz have been obtained and the valuesof nulear moments of 155Eu have been estimated: �(155Eu) = 1:519(10)n.m. and Qs(155Eu) = 2:512(62) b.PACS numbers: 21.10.�k, 21.10.Ft, 21.10.Jx1. IntrodutionHigh resolution laser spetrosopy has been extensively developed duringthe past several years. Measurements of hyper�ne struture (hfs) splittingsin optial spetra of atoms or ions by means of this method make it pos-sible to determine the multipole nulear moments (magneti-dipole � and� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1415)



1416 Yu.P. Gangrsky et al.eletri-quadrupole Qs) or the mean square harge radii di�erenes betweenvarious isotopes Æhr2i. The magneti-dipole interation onstants A, whihare obtained from hfs measurements performed for several isotopes, supplyinformation for the study of the hyper�ne magneti anomaly along the hainof isotopes.Europium is an element whih o�ers a long hain of radioative isotopeswith long lifetimes. There are 11 various isotopes with the lifetimes rangingfrom a few days to a few years: from 145Eu(� = 5d) to 155Eu(� = 5a).Therefore, from the spetrosopi point of view this makes them andidatesfor systemati hfs investigations in a long isotopi hain. The isotope 155Euis partiularly interesting sine it is known to have a strongly deformed nu-leus, as observed by ollinear laser�ion�beam spetrosopy [1℄. The presentexperiment has been aimed at a more preise measurement of the nulearmoments of this isotope. This experiment is simultaneously the �rst oneonerning the hfs of the atomi 155Eu.In this paper the hyper�ne splitting measurements in the 4f76s2 8S7=2ground state and in the 4f76s6p 6P5=2 exited state are reported. The impor-tane of orreting the experimental results for the seond-order hyper�neinterations is demonstrated. From the orreted hfs intervals the valuesof magneti-dipole Aorr- and eletri-quadrupole Borr-onstants have beendetermined and the values of nulear moments � and Qs of 155Eu have beenobtained. 2. ExperimentIn our experiment the well-known method of laser indued resonane�uoresene on a ollimated atomi beam has been used. A detailed de-sription of the experimental setup is given elsewhere [2℄. The atomi beamhas been produed by heating of the sample in a Ta ruible. Europiumatoms were exited from the 4f76s28S7=2 ground state to the 4f76s6p6P5=2state Fig. 1 by the radiation of a w tunable dye laser. The laser-exitedresonane �uoresene was deteted by a photomultiplier operating in a sin-gle photon ounting mode. The spetrum was reorded by a multihannelanalyser synhronized with the laser frequeny tuning. Fig. 2 shows laserindued �uoresene of the optial transition at � = 564:58 nm in 155Eu and153Eu atoms. The spetrum of 155Eu has been identi�ed and 3 hfs intervalsbetween various F -sublevels in the 4f76s6p6P5=2 state of 155Eu have beenmeasured; F = 5 $ F = 4 1880:13(55)MHz ;F = 4 $ F = 3 980:82(68)MHz ;F = 3 $ F = 2 443:91(76)MHz :
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Fig. 1. Partial energy level diagram of 155Eu showing the ground state and a fewexited states of the atom.

Fig. 2. Laser-indued �uoresene observed for the optial transition at � = 564:58nm in 155Eu and 153Eu atoms; upper trae � �uoresene signal, lower trae �referene marker signal. Only the hfs omponents of the isotope 155Eu are marked.Moreover, 4 hfs intervals in the ground state of 155Eu have been deter-mined: F = 6 $ F = 5 52:72(48)MHz ;F = 5 $ F = 4 44:58(61)MHz ;F = 4 $ F = 3 34:50(60)MHz ;F = 3 $ F = 2 30:67(109)MHz :



1418 Yu.P. Gangrsky et al.They are, however, muh smaller than those for the exited state andtherefore their relative auray is worse in our measurements.3. Results and disussionThe hyper�ne intervals are expressed in terms of the magneti dipoleand eletri quadrupole hfs onstants Aexp and Bexp; their values have beenevaluated in a least-squares �tting proedure using the expression: (1)�Ehfs = K2A + 32K(K + 1)� 2I(I + 1)J(J + 1)2I(2I � 1)2J(2J � 1) B ; (1)where K = F (F +1)� I(I +1)�J(J +1) and J; I and F are the quantumnumbers of the eletroni angular momentum, nulear spin and the totalatomi angular momentum, respetively. The experimental values Aexp andBexp are listed in Table I. More aurate determination of Aexp(8S7=2) andBexp(8S7=2) will be possible if all hfs intervals of the ground level ould bemeasured preisely. TABLE IExperimental values of hfs onstants A (magneti-dipole interation) and B(eletri-quadrupole interation) for the 4f76s2 8S7=2 and 4f76s6p 6P5=2 levels of155Eu. The errors quoted are the statistial ones.Level Aexp [MHz℄ Bexp [MHz℄4f76s2 8S7=2 �8:87(22) 1(3)4f76s6p 6P5=2 �261:0(1:2) �957(12)From earlier investigations of the hyper�ne struture of europium iso-topes [3�6℄ it is known that hfs interations that mix eletroni states withdi�erent J quantum numbers play an important role and annot be negletedin the interpretation of hfs measurements in most ases. To take this intoaount the �repulsion e�et� between hfs sublevels with the same quantumnumber F , belonging to di�erent levels, has been alulated using seond-order perturbation theory. In order to orret the hfs onstants for the Jo�-diagonal hfs perturbations we have used the proedure desribed in [4�6℄. The measured transition frequenies have been orreted by seond-orderperturbation theory and the shift of eah of the energy levelsÆWF = jh	; JIFmF jHhfsj	 0; J 0IFmF ij2E(	; JF ) �E(	 0; JF ) (2)



Hyper�ne Struture Investigation : : : 1419has been evaluated. Only the dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupole and quadru-pole-quadrupole ontributions to ÆWF are of importane and have beenalulated. The matrix element in the numerator of Eq. (2) an be expressedas a funtion of hfs radial parameters and a�knl b�knl nl = 4f; 6s; 6p; 5d and�k = 01; 12; 10; 02; 11; 13). To obtain preliminary values of the orretionswe assumed that Aexp(6P5=2(155Eu))Aexp(6P5=2(153Eu)) = a�knl (155Eu)a�knl (153Eu)and Bexp(6P5=2(155Eu))Bexp(6P5=2(153Eu)) = b�knl (155Eu)b�knl (153Eu) ; (3)where Aexp(6P5=2(155Eu)) and Bexp(6P5=2(155Eu)) are the experimental val-ues from Table I. The values of Aexp(6P5=2(153Eu)), Bexp(6P5=2(153Eu)),a�knl (153Eu) and b�knl (153Eu) were taken from [3,7℄. With the intermediate-oupling eletroni wavefuntions in many-on�gurations approximation[4f76snp+4f75d6p+4f76s5f+4f76s6f+4f65d6s2+4f65d26s(n = 6�13)℄the matrix elements in Eq. (2) have been evaluated. The amplitudes of lead-ing omponents in linear ombination of the eigenvetor of the 4f76s6p 6P5=2state are:� 4f7(8S)6s6p(3P); 6P5=2 0:888284,� 4f7(8S)6s6p(3P); 8P5=2 0:351590,� 4f7(6P)6s6p(3P); 4P5=2 0:133819,� 4f7(8S)5d6p(3P); 6P5=2 0:172869.The 4f76s6p 6P5=2 level exhibits only a slight amount of on�gurationinteration. This simpli�ed greatly our hfs alulations for this level.As the shift of the 4f76s6p 6P5=2 sublevels is mainly determined by the�repulsion� of the neighbouring 4f76s6p 6P3=2; 7=2 levels, the eigenvetor om-positions of these levels have been also analysed [8℄.The non-linear orretions annot be implemented in a linear �ttingproedure used for the solution of the linear expansion of hfs interations.Therefore, the energy shifts were �rst used to orret the measured hfs inter-vals. Then the hfs onstants Aorr and Borr were alulated by �tting to theorreted hfs intervals. Finally, the orreted hfs onstants of 4f76s6p 6P5=2level are: Aorr(6P5=2) = �260:9(1:2) MHz and Borr(6P5=2) = �958(12)



1420 Yu.P. Gangrsky et al.MHz. They di�er very little from the experimental ones, whih shows thathfs seond-order e�ets do not in�uene strongly the 4f76s6p 6P5=2 level.From the orreted hfs onstants the values of nulear moments an beestimated: �(155Eu) = 1:519(10) n.m. and Qs(155Eu) = 2:512(62) b. Ourresults are in a good agreement with the �rst estimate of � and Qs [1℄, theyare, however, more preise than the earlier ones.4. ConlusionsIn this work hfs of the 4f76s2 8S7=2 and 4f76s6p 6P5=2 levels of the un-stable isotope 155Eu have been investigated for the �rst time. The hfs on-stants of these levels have been determined. The values of nulear moments�(155Eu) and Qs(155Eu) determined here on�rm the results obtained forsingly ionized 155Eu [1℄. They indiate that the nuleus of this isotope isstrongly deformed. Moreover, the hfs onstants Aorr(155Eu) supply infor-mation neessary for the study of hyper�ne magneti anomaly along thehain of Eu isotopes.The Dubna�Bulgaria researh group expresses its gratitude to the Alexandervon Humboldt Foundation for the �nanial support.REFERENCES[1℄ K. Dörshel et al.Z. Phys. A317, 233 (1984).[2℄ Yu.P. Gangrsky, Partiles & Nulei 23, 1616 (1992).[3℄ E.R. Eliel, K.A.H. van Leeuwen, W. Hogervorst, Phys. Rev. A22, 1491 (1980).[4℄ O. Beker. K. Enders, G. Werth, J. Dembzynski, Phys. Rev. 48, 3546 (1993).[5℄ K. Enders, O. Beker, L. Brand, J. Dembzy«ski, G. Marx, G. Revalde,M. Pushpa Rao, E. Stahowska, G. Werth, Phys. Rev. A52, 4434 (1995).[6℄ K. Enders, E. Stahowska, G. Marx, Ch. Zölh, G. Revalde, J. Dembzy«ski,G. Werth;, Z. Phys. D42, 171 (1997).[7℄ M. Elantkowska, A. Bernard, J. Dembzynski, J. Ruzkowski, Z. Phys. D27,103 (1993).[8℄ J. Dembzynski et al., in preparation.


